Abstract. The uptake and consumption of Linked Data is currently restricted almost entirely to the Semantic Web community. While the utility of Linked Data to non-tech savvy web users is evident, the lack of technical knowledge and an understanding of the intricacies of the semantic technology stack limit such users in their ability to interpret and make use of the Web of Data. A key solution in overcoming this hurdle is to visualise Linked Data in a coherent and legible manner, allowing non-domain and non-technical audiences to obtain a good understanding of its structure, and therefore implicitly compose queries, identify links between resources and intuitively discover new pieces of information. In this paper we describe key requirements which the visualisation of Linked Data must fulfil in order to lower the technical barrier and make the Web of Data accessible for all. We provide an extensive survey of current efforts in the Semantic Web community with respect to our requirements, and identify the potential for visual support to lead to more effective, intuitive interaction of the end user with Linked Data. We conclude with the conclusions drawn from our survey and analysis, and present proposals for advancing current Linked Data visualisation efforts.
Introduction
The Web of Linked Data provides a large, distributed and interlinked network of information fragments contained within disparate datasets and provided by unique data publishers. The interest in this Web of Data has led to a data race where organisations -both commercial and not -have begun publishing their data in a format which is machine-readable -in RDF (Resource Description Framework [47] ) -and linking this data to other external data. The utility of such linkage has enabled, for the first time, complex queries to be answered and traversals to be made * Corresponding author. E-mail: a.dadzie@dcs.shef.ac.uk through a diverse and semantically rich information network.
Such is the popularity of the Web of Linked Data, that it has now grown to a staggering size, with 38.5 billion triples now residing in the central connected cloud 1 . Making sense of such data presents a huge challenge to the research community, a challenge which is compounded further by the drive to produce data from both government and public bodies for enduser consumption [15, 27, 30, 49, 53, 67] . It is evident that the ubiquity of mobile devices and the reduction in cost to produce sensors will escalate these challenges further, as more and more data is published through a variety of means, e.g., information about events, foot fall in buildings and city centres.
The size and scale of the Web of Data presents challenges when trying to make sense of the information contained within it. A basic visualisation of the Web of Data, focusing on a resource which has a high outdegree of relationships to other data, will present the viewer with a mass of edges linking into the resource, resulting in information overload. How does an end user make sense of the response? How do they understand and interpret the data in a meaningful way?
The third principle of Linked Data states that "When someone looks up a URI, provide useful information, using the standards" [11] ; therefore when a URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) is dereferenced, a response is returned according to the requester's parameters. These parameters can request an XHTML (the eXtensible HyperText Markup Language [55] ) representation of the resource -in which case the information can be displayed in a Web browser, while embedding machine-readable information in RDFa [1] -or raw RDF according to a given serialisation format (e.g., XML (Extensible Markup Language [17] ), Notation3 (n3) [12] , Turtle [8] ). In the latter case knowledge of how to use this format and interpret the information provided using it is restricted to tech-savvy end users, and in certain cases, only those who have knowledge of Semantic Web (SW) technologies. It is clear that regular (readable) Web users, so called lay users, who have no knowledge of RDF, nor ontologies, are inhibited in their ability to understand data returned when looking up a URI [24, 29, 62 , among others (a.o.)].
Automatic production of Linked Data (LD) and its interweaving into the Web of Data is regularly done at a large scale. One of the central issues with largescale LD production is the accuracy and completeness of links with other datasets. Identifying such links using the solitary RDF format of a dataset limits the reader's ability to identify any errors and incorrect links. The LD community recognise that a complete solution to this challenge may not be possible; however, visualisation of Linked Data may help to resolve this, as it enables the identification of such errors more easily, using, for instance, a graph visualisation. This will show, clearly, links between resources where those links should not exist, and allow the viewer to identify instances where links should exist but are missing.
Clear and coherent visualisation of Linked Data would enable accessibility to the Web of Data and encourage its use outside the SW community. To enable such uptake therefore requires Linked Data to become usable also by lay users, by providing interfaces and browsers of the Web of Data to support sense making and information exploration and discovery. Furthermore, query composition in languages such as SPARQL [60] , although useful, requires understanding of a given query language's syntax and at least a basic knowledge of data content and structure. End users should be able to implicitly compose such queries without being aware of the underlying query mechanism that is used to pose the required questions.
In this paper we present a survey of existing approaches in current use for visualising Linked Data. To enable a consistent analysis of each approach we identify challenges to visualising Linked Data and the requirements which visualisation approaches must fulfil. By analysing such approaches, our survey provides, for the first time, a comprehensive discussion of Linked Data browsers, where they succeed and the inherent limitations of such tools.
We have structured this paper as follows: section 2 describes the background and context in which this survey is set. It describes the current state of the Web of Data and the end users which we expect to utilise this information network. Section 3 defines the requirements which approaches to visualising Linked Data must fulfil. Section 4 describes current approaches to browsing and visualising Linked Data, where each approach is analysed based on the requirements laid out in section 3. Section 5 discusses the findings from our survey, what functions were common across current Linked Data browsing approaches, and what limitations were also consistent. Section 6 presents the conclusions we draw from this survey.
Background

A basic scenario: the LOD Cloud
The scale of the Web of Data and the sheer mass of information now available hinder the ability of end users to make sense of the data. To illustrate the challenge involved, let us stop for a moment and take a high-level look at the Linking Open Data (LOD) cloud, and the popular diagram used to visualise it [22] , generated from metadata extracted from the Comprehensive Knowledge Archive Network 2 (CKAN). The September 2010 version, shown in Fig. 1 , contains 203 datasets, with 25 billion RDF triples and 395 million links. Fig. 1b overlays colour coding on the base graph in Fig. 1a . Both graphs use relative node size and edge thickness to represent the number of triples in each dataset and the links to other connected datasets respectively. The graph is centred on the DBpedia 3 [16] knowledge base created by extracting structured information from the online encyclopaedia Wikipedia 4 , as part of the LOD effort.
An alternative visualisation of the CKAN dataset by Ed Summers 5 is shown in Fig. 2 , using the Protovis 6 API (Application Programming Interface). Colour is used here to encode CKAN rating. To reduce occlusion only those nodes corresponding to more than 5 million triples are labelled (hovering over a node reveals hidden labels). The visualisation shows a central cluster, surrounded by six main clusters of varying size. Five outliers can be seen at the edges of the plot -these represent nodes for which links to others in the central cluster are not found, information about the data structure hidden by the very dense cloud in Fig. 1 . Rinke Hoekstra 7 generates an alternative view on the LOD cloud (see Fig. 3 ) using the Gephi Open Graph Viz Platform [5] . Colour and relative node size are used to encode data attributes, as is done in Figs. 1b  and 2 ). This visualisation also displays a central cluster, again with DBpedia as the focus. Link length is also used to encode information about the data struc-ture; two smaller clusters are drawn at a significant physical (and semantic) distance from the centre.
Challenges to consuming Linked Data
(Node-link) graph representations such as those illustrated in section 2.1 are a technique often employed for visualising inherently hierarchical and inter-Linked Data. The density of the underlying data is obvious, even with clustering of related data nodes. These highlevel examples highlight one of the challenges in visualising Linked Data, as ever increasing amounts of complex data are added to the Web of Data.
Additional challenges exist: links on the Web of Data are often constructed using an automated approach. Due to their huge size false links are often created which are hard to identify -this is reflected in Hogan et al. [39] who found that applying basic reasoning over null valued, inverse functional properties for people in a dataset containing 54,836 valid RDF documents and 12,534,481 statements would infer 972,000 false owl:sameAs links. Manual browsing seldom reveals such links as they are buried away in the data. Effective, meaningful visualisation of the graph structure is necessary if these and other errors and noise in Linked Data are to be revealed [52] . The outliers in Fig. 2 , for instance, highlight the existence of "broken links" in the LOD cloud -these may be due to missing or incorrect information in the underlying data set. Alternatively they may be legitimate islands or anomalies. Identifying such structures through manual browsing of the text is very difficult at best.
Because LOD is by definition a community effort, data heterogeneity, beyond differences in data type and content, presents yet another challenge. While encoding the actual data in RDF imposes a degree of uniformity, this does not necessarily translate to homogeneity in the quality of data capture. Fidelity and reliability of data cannot always be guaranteed or verified, especially where data provenance is not clearly specified. Differences in data type, content and granularity require a degree of translation in order to link distinct data sets correctly. A significant challenge is where data representing the same or similar concepts is encoded using different languages or terminologies [4, 21, 53, 67, 75] . SW technology provides a simple solution to this, if standard ontologies are used to translate and encode data, e.g., encoding e-mail addresses 7 LOD cloud analysed with Gephi: http://twitpic.com/ 17qj1h (a) (b) Fig. 1 . The LOD cloud diagram [22] ; the graph on the right uses colour coding to distinguish different themes in the dataset. using foaf:mbox 8 rather than a custom label. Where new concepts must be defined, extending existing standards will generate a link to previously validated information, increasing the ability to reuse data.
Defining end users
The overall aims of Linked Data require it to be usable by both tech-savvy and mainstream end users. A number of European Union governments (e.g., the United Kingdom (UK) -data.gov.uk 9 , Open Government Data Austria 10 ), the United States (US) government -Data.gov 11 , public bodies and the media (e.g., the British Broadcasting Corporation's (BBC) Wildlife Finder 12 and Music pages 13 [49] , the Guardian newspaper's World Government data store 14 , and Link TV's ViewChange.org 15 ) are using LOD as a means for making distributed information publicly available [29,30, 53, a.o.] . A significant challenge is found here: the (formalised) encoding of LD limits its use to those who can read and interpret RDF in the raw -a format created for machine consumption [29, 33, 52, 57, 62] . Questions posed by mainstream users would include "What is RDF?", "What is it about?", "What can I do with it?" Different types of users will have different, albeit overlapping, requirements for the consumption of LD.
Variety in skills, experience and environment mean end users will also face different challenges in the use of the tools available for interacting with LD. We must therefore identify the main target user groups expected to make use of this data, and what support is available to help them consume LD effectively. Shneiderman et al. [70] discuss differences in users, their skills and requirements and the tasks they carry out, and the influence this has on (perceived) usability of tools, and consequently, their adoption. Typically, broad categorisation of users breaks them down into novice, casual or intermittent users and experts [68, 70] . Because no one design can pretend to meet the requirements of all user types a notion of "universal usability" [70] is adopted for tools that are expected to cater to a wide range of users; with default functionality provided to support the lowest level of expertise, but allowing some level of end user customisation of tool interfaces to better suit more advanced use. In this paper we define broadly, two main types of users, which the visualisation of Linked Data must function for: Lay-users (mainstream) users who do not necessarily understand the intricacies of RDF and other SW technologies. Such users are computer literate and are able to find information through online resources such as Wikipedia or search engines. Lay-users will span the categories of novice to casual users, and while they may have an interest in the data they explore, only a fraction will have indepth domain knowledge. Examples of information seeking tasks of lay-users include studying nationwide house price indices prior to buying a new home and comparing albums while buying chart music. Tech-users expert users who understand SW and other advanced technologies, have experience in using RDF as a data format, and are able to interpret an ontological model.
A third (sub-)category of users which we must bear in mind is the domain expert. Such users may not necessarily have (expert) knowledge of SW technologies, but are likely to make use of sophisticated, domainspecific analysis tools to manage and interact with often very large amounts of complex, heterogeneous data. They are therefore likely to have a very good understanding of data structure and content in their domain, and bring this knowledge to guide both exploratory knowledge discovery and directed information retrieval (IR) [24, 44, 58, 70] , to enhance their ability to obtain the insight brought to bear in decisionmaking. For the purposes of this survey we will consider non-SW domain experts to be lay-users of Linked Data.
The sheer volume of data created on a daily basis due to advances in technology [15, 37, 38, 44, 45, 71, 75] means that even tech-users are severely limited in their ability to obtain a good understanding of the structure and knowledge content of these very large datasets. Another challenge is identifying suitable methods for presenting this data to all potential end users -both tech-and lay-users -so that they are able to obtain a good overview of its content and retrieve the knowledge contained with its context of use, knowledge which is necessary for confident, effective decisionmaking [44, 58, 73] . Equally important is support for intuitive navigation through the data, in order to exploit what is touted to be one of the most valuable assets of LOD -the links between diverse, heterogeneous, distributed data -to discover new, valuable and relevant information by extending existing knowledge to other related data [33] .
Berners-Lee et al. [9] , Karger and schraefel [43] further posit that SW data, of which LOD is a subset, enables information discovery from the user's perspective, when presented in a format suitable for the user and their task, whether this is text or visualisationbased. For example, while a software developer may need raw data in RDF or JSON 16 (JavaScript Object Notation) to feed into applications that analyse selected attributes of a data set, a formatted table is more useful to a policy analyst, and a visual representation to the lay-user browsing the results of the analysis of public health data in their community. Section 2.2.2 presents two scenarios that look, from the perspective of public data consumption, at how Linked Data presents advantages over traditional methods for collecting, encoding and sharing data. Such cases help to justify the effort required to develop more effective means for consuming Linked Data. However, we must first look at the merits the Web of Data provides over other existing large-scale data sets. Data.gov is an example of a repository that provides access to heterogeneous data distributed over several areas of interest, with an aim to "empower" the US population. Data.gov currently contains more than 6.4 billion RDF triples, as part of the process of converting existing public data from traditional formats such as CSV (comma separated values) to a SW representation 18 . We illustrate the value of Linked Data to both tech-and lay-users with a subset of Data.gov that reports community health indicators visualised by county and state in the US 19 , by linking to cartographic data collected by the US Census Bureau 20 . A demonstration of a set of simple methods for consuming Linked Data can be seen in a website created by Joe Meyer 21 . This site provides a good example of the differences in requirements of different types of end users in the consumption of Linked Data. To allow developers to extract the underlying data for use in other webbased applications, for example, a JSON front end is provided. We use this to extract a sub-set of the data (see Fig. 4 (Fig. 6 ), are provided for browsing the data, in addition to (a text representation in) a sortable table (Fig. 7) .
Why Linked
Each representation is suitable for different tasks and different end users. Linking the health data to the cartographic data set allows visualisation on a map (Fig. 6) plays only one additional attribute per map -comparison against county. The use of colour, saturation and/or patterns, and height in 2.*D (dimensions) stacked layouts, are options available for overlaying multiple attributes on a single map.
json_callback( { "pyql" : "county,percent age 19 to 64,life expectancy,percent smokers,percent high blood pressure,percent obese,percent no exercise@state='New York'", "headers": ['county', 'percent age 19 to 64', 'life expectancy', 'percent smokers', 'percent high blood pressure', 'percent obese', 'percent no exercise'], "results" : [ ["Erie","Cortland","Columbia","Dutchess","Delaware","Chenango","Chautauqua","Cayuga","Oswego","Putnam", "Allegany","Bronx","Broome","Cattaraugus","Albany","Steuben","Sullivan","Tioga","Westchester", ... ... "Livingston","Warren","Ulster","Wayne","Greene","Essex","Franklin","Washington","Fulton","Genesee"], [60. The scatter plot view allows focus on two attributes at a time. While this is useful for directly comparing two related properties it is difficult to compare multiple attributes simultaneously. We align the plots to allow the five indicators to be compared on life expectancy (see Fig. 5 ), to obtain a result similar to the small multiples technique described in [37, 72] . An interactive visualisation technique that supports multi-attribute visual analysis is parallel co-ordinates [41] such as illustrated in [42] , which are sometimes seen as an extension of a multi-attribute scatter plot. Jern et al. [42] , as is done here, use multiple linked views, allowing the end user to visualise the same data from multiple perspectives, highlighting different aspects of the data and allowing a more complete overview and understanding of its content.
The table (Fig. 7) provides a quick way to inspect the underlying data. Options for sorting allow simple statistical calculations such as minimum, maximum and median values to be estimated. For the layuser who wishes to obtain an overview of the health statistics in their community this is a simple method for obtaining hard facts for selected regions of interest (ROIs), in addition to the more general picture enabled by the visual representations of the overall data set. Importing the table into a spreadsheet or statistical package for more detailed analysis is easily done.
While this is a very simple set of visual and textbased representations of a specific data set, the potential to extend these to more powerful analysis can be seen. The common representation for Linked Data, using a method that supports the capture also of metadata describing the data itself (as for the US Census Bureau data in the example in Fig. 4 The pilot contains data on 4 research areas of excellence, displayed in the RFE using three co-ordinated views: a map that displays "investment intensity" across the different geographical regions of the UK; a bar chart that compares cumulative investment against patents published in each research area; and a stacked timeline chart showing cumulative investment. Fig. 8 shows the cumulative investment as at 2011, with a focus on regenerative medicine. The map view filters out the other domains, allowing the user to focus on the ROI. Colour coding is used to distinguish each field; this takes advantage of human perceptual ability to link information about each subject across the different views, each of which highlights a specific attribute of the data. Therefore, in the bar chart, where the other research areas are greyed out, the user automatically makes the connection to the focus ROI, based on the bar that matches the colour coding in the map. Relevant contextual information (about the other research areas) is however still available in the chart, at the periphery of the user's focus. Fig. 8 shows a wide distribution of funding across England (for regenerative medicine), with three main clusters of high investment. Switching to the bar chart allows a more global view; significant investment is seen in three of the fields, with the highest for the focus area. The last field, RFID (Radio-Frequency Identification), however, sees very little.
The stacked timeline chart shows the investment in each domain from the year 2000, with a projection to 2018. Animation in the other two views is used to visualise the changes in trends with time for all four areas, or with a focus on a single domain. Fig. 9 shows, by zooming into the map, project activity for regenerative medicine during the peak of investment in 2009, and the drop in the number of institutions (both research and industry) by 2011, in the same geographical area. Combining the physical zoom with a semantic zoom reveals more information for the focus.
The visualisations are very useful for obtaining a high level view of the Linked Data sets and the relationships between different areas, e.g., it can be seen that investment does not correlate with the number of patents published in all fields. A SPARQL endpoint allows the datasets to be queried (by expert users), to extract detailed information that allows users to investigate to a greater depth trends in funding, and which topics and research areas have been successful in gaining funds over different periods of time.
Summary
Numerous examples of Linked Data usage exist; governmental organisations, public bodies and the media are among key institutions that have recognised the advantages in converting legacy data stores to and publishing new information as LD, and making explicit the links between the heterogeneous, albeit related information. We have selected from these, three main use cases, to reflect different aspects and users of LD consumption outside the SW community.
The first scenario uses simple methods to visualise data published by the US government on health, linked to census information published by another public body. The visual presentation methods make no as-sumption of technical expertise, with the main target the mainstream user, who we find to have limited support for consuming Linked Data. The second case also illustrates the use of alternative perspectives on LD, generated by governmental and public policy bodies in the UK, that highlight links to scientific research. The target here is also the mainstream, rather than the technical user, but with a narrower focus -researchers and funding bodies. The third use case, described in section 4, looks at how a large media organisation, the BBC, is harnessing the benefits of LD as a means for storing and sharing news and other relevant information that cover a wide range of uses, users and environments. As for the other two use cases, the default presentation supports the mainstream end user; and additionally, options are provided for technical experts to query the LD repositories using formal syntax, to extract selected data sub-sets for further analysis and/or to feed into other specialised applications.
These use cases, that present data in a meaningful form, only touch the surface of what Linked Data is available and how such information can be interpreted by end users. Having presented cases that highlight both the value of LD as a means of encoding and sharing distributed data and the need to develop effective, user-and task-oriented systems for consuming this data, we must identify suitable techniques for achieving this aim. We work from these cases to ground our discussion with respect to LD visualisation.
The LD initiative is still in its infancy (see the design document written in 2006 by Berners-Lee [11] , and also [15] ); as we will demonstrate in the following sections of this survey, applications to date for browsing Linked Data and inspecting its structure and content are therefore, not surprisingly, predominantly targeted at tech-users [52] . Considering the requirements of such users the majority of these are text-based, often simply displaying the raw RDF data. Where available descriptive labels in the RDF (e.g., from rdfs:label or rdfs:comment) may be used to provide a more human-friendly representation of the underlying data. For tech-users such representations are useful, and often preferred [9, 43] . Being domain experts, stripping away the additional layers necessary for lay-users to interpret and consume effectively the complex, interlinked data, conversely helps tech-users to make optimal use of its content.
For especially large data sets, however, obtaining a good mental model of the data places a large cognitive burden on even technical users and domain experts [52, 70, 79] . Where visualisation is available in tools targeted at the tech-user they are often no-frills, node-link graphs that strictly follow the structure of the corresponding RDF graph. Such visual representations are often adequate for such users [43, 56] , whose focus is on inspecting the structure of a known domain and/or dataset, to validate data that is manually or automatically generated, checking for and correcting errors introduced during its generation and/or conversion [52] , and/or to feed data into specialised applications for further analysis [56] . Information retrieval and filtering tasks, for such users, are typically carried out using formal query syntax, which also requires knowledge of the underlying data structure.
Linked Data, encoded in RDF and most commonly returned as XML, albeit being self-describing, because of its bent toward machine interpretation, is hard for humans to parse. As mentioned in the introduction of this paper, RDF can be served to end users via XHTML with RDFa and rendered in a more humanreadable form within a browser; however delivering such a response is only possible if the hosting service chooses to expose RDF in this format. The more commonly found representations -RDF using XML serialisation, the W3C recommendation [7] [see also 18, 34, 51] , typically used to publish LD, and alternative encoding, e.g., n3, Turtle and JSON, that may also be output from SPARQL queries -restrict consumption by lay-users, whether simply browsing data to obtain an overview, deeper exploration toward knowledge discovery, delving into selected ROIs to retrieve detail or carry out analysis toward a specific end goal, or publishing new data. We use the RDF/XML format, as the motivation for our review of current Linked Data visualisation approaches and the requirement by which we assess such work.
Making Linked Data more accessible, through the use of intuitive representations that expose its knowledge content, should promote mainstream uptake and demonstrate large-scale utility. This should in turn encourage the generation of new data such that the links to existing data are highlighted and maintained, resulting in an increasingly richer, more useful and usable Web of Linked Data. Visualisation has the potential to do so; a large body of work exists on the value it brings to data exploration, analysis and the presentation of the results of analysis and the structure of the raw data itself to different audiences [44, 45] , by providing a spatial representation for abstract data that aids the recognition of patterns and relationships within it. In section 3 we examine the benefits this brings to LD con-sumption, and the requirements that must be met by tools that harness visualisation for this purpose.
Requirements for visualisation
Section 2.2.2 illustrates not atypical cases for the consumption of Linked Data in the public domain. In Meyer's application two distinct data sets are linked together to reveal the distribution of data for health indicators of interest to the end user, using simple but informative views. The RFE links data in multiple datasets, including research, government and industrial funding and geographical data. User skills and preference often influence tool adoption and use; providing multiple options and perspectives on data, as is done in both use cases, increases the usability of each application, as different tasks can then be carried out with the tools best suited to them. Further, this highlights different aspects of the data, allowing the end user to compare the output of each view. Methods for querying the data in each case are provided, in order to update each view based on the user's current focus. A drawback here, however, is the need to know the data attributes available to query on, dependent on prior knowledge of data content or structure.
Such applications satisfy a sub-set of the requirements for the consumption of Linked Data. In addition to these often very specific solutions there is the need also for more generic browsers, that are able to take as input Linked Data of any type and from any domain and support at least basic IR, filtering and analysis tasks. These may then be supplemented with specialised tools for more advanced analysis and knowledge discovery.
1 Picture ≈ 1K words: Benefitting from visualisation
The power and value of visualisation is seen in its ability to foster insight into and improve understanding of data, therefore enabling intuitive, effective knowledge discovery and analytical activity. This is achieved by removing the cognitive load encountered in managing the large amounts of complex, distributed, heterogeneous data common in today's technology and information-rich society, and relying instead on advanced human perceptual ability [25, 37, 44, 58, 63, 69, 71] .
A number of visualisation techniques are used regularly by a wide swathe of users, for myriad purposes [19, 71] . Tufte [72, 74] describes a number of visualisation techniques and applications in different domains and their use for a wide variety of end purposes, citing well-known historical cases such as the space shuttle Challenger disaster in 1985 and the London cholera epidemic in 1854 [see 73]. Heer et al. [37] provide a recent survey of relatively new, interactive visualisation approaches that aim to deal with large, complex data. Pousman et al. [58] describe a more artistic approach to visual analysis, modelled on artefacts encountered in every day life, in order to better support novice and casual users.
Some of the better known visualisation techniques are simple bar and pie charts, histograms, line and scatter plots, used to carry out simple statistical analysis and to report trends and summaries. Node-link tree and graph visualisations, in both 2D and 3D, are commonly employed to display hierarchically structured data such as ontologies and networks. Other visualisation types include matrices; parallel co-ordinates [41] ; timeline and topology plots; map and landscape views that build on the metaphor of cartography; space-filling visualisations such as tree maps, rose diagrams, icicle, bubble and sunburst plots; iconography, including star and glyph plots [see 19,37,74, a.o.]. Some techniques, such as parallel co-ordinates, are very well suited to high-dimensional data, while others such as pie charts and scatter plots are most useful when examining only a small number of dimensions simultaneously.
It should be noted that even novel visualisation applications often employ or build on some of the simpler, well-known and used techniques in concert, as showcased by tools and APIs such as Protovis 6 , IBM's Many Eyes 26 and Tableau 27 . Improvements in technology have resulted in increased support for web-based visualisation such as these three. While still limited, compared to standalone tools, web audiences, both lay-and tech-users, have encouraged the use of new, easy to interpret, online visualisations. These include text-based visualisations such as tag clouds (including variants such as Wordles [76] and Phrase Nets [77] ), an increasingly popular method for visualising trends such as frequency. While these techniques confirm the versatility of visualisation, usability evaluation of tag clouds indicates that their ability to support effective analysis is lower than assumed [32, 77] . Phrase nets, which employ some of the features used in node-link graphs, however, are more effective at displaying the relationships between nodes (in this case, words or phrases), and therefore support more effective analysis of the underlying text.
Which technique is selected to visualise a dataset is influenced by data structure and user experience and familiarity with selected tools [28, 59, 71] , especially for non-expert users; this however means that a less than optimal choice may be made. In the case of LD, inherent data structure means that graph visualisation is often a first choice [31, 43] . While this may suffice for tasks such as obtaining an overall understanding of data structure, it may not support more in-depth analysis [2] that relies on other, less obvious perspectives of the data being revealed. For example, data attributes such as time or physical location may be better displayed using temporal and topological plots respectively, while co-relation in numerical data may benefit from presentation using statistical charts and graphs. Providing multiple, usable options for consuming LD should encourage the exploration of alternative options for visualisation and analysis, and lead to an increase in ability to interact with and discover the knowledge hidden within LD.
We discuss in detail in section 3.2 requirements for LD consumption, and guidelines derived from relevant work on visualisation and complex data analysis that should lead to the design of usable, useful tools for consuming Linked Data.
Design guidelines
Having made the case for the value of visual solutions for consuming Linked Data, we examine next requirements for the design of such tools, to overcome the challenges identified for both expert and mainstream use. Visualisation tools are most effective when designed to suit particular tasks and users [2, 9, 62, 71] ; this explains the myriad tools available even within the same application domain. However, a set of basic design features is common to the visualisation of large amounts of complex data, and must be considered in tool design for both generic and more userand domain-specific tools. In this case we can take advantage of the common format used to encode Linked Data, reducing the additional hurdle encountered in designing tools to manage different data formats; SWbased applications only need to be able to read RDF data as a starting point for development.
The challenges defined for consuming LD in section 2.2 of this paper provide the starting point from which we derive a list of requirements for the design of effective LD visualisation. While these challenges may not cover the entire scope of the LD community, they represent issues we have identified as being of importance in relation to lay-users especially, utilising Linked Data available today. Successful design, and consequently, evaluation of the usability and utility of especially novel visualisation tools present a number of challenges [2, 13, 19, 28, 36, 44, 59, 69, 71, 73, 74] . While we do not address these challenges in detail in this paper we derive, from studies in Information Visualisation, Visual Analytics and Human-Computer Interaction, as well as practical application of existing guidelines to the development of SW tools, such as reported in [24, 26, 30, 33, 39, 54] , a set of requirements for designing visualisation-based LD browsers, in order to lead to intuitive knowledge discovery and to support LD consumption both by mainstream and tech savvyusers.
We list first high level requirements for advanced user interfaces (UIs) for visualisation tools (highlighting in bold key requirements where first specified), as defined by the visual-information-seeking mantra in Shneiderman [69] :
1. (a) the ability to generate an overview of the underlying data; (b) support for filtering out less important data in order to focus on selected ROIs; (c) support for visualising the detail in ROIs.
In addition to these Shneiderman [69] further defines different tasks that information visualisation is often used to support, and the requirements for each of these. We include here those relevant to the data and tasks involved in LD consumption, namely, support for:
(b) hierarchical data (or tree structures) -Linked Data is often generated as instances of (rooted, hierarchically structured) ontologies; (c) network data (graph structures) -high interlinking within Linked Data may result in a graph rather than a tree; networks may not define a root and may be acyclic; (d) identifying/highlighting relationships within data; (e) data extraction (to a format that allows reuse by third parties (users and/or applications)).
More recent work confirms the requirements identified by Shneiderman [69] , and further examines attributes of design that impact visual presentation and analytics [2,19,24,44,45,59,74, a.o.] , where Amar and Stasko [2] define "representational primacy" as a focus on faithful representation of the underlying data and its structure; as opposed to (the additional benefits of) the use of different visual techniques in "analytic primacy", that overlay alternative perspectives on the data, so as to highlight different aspects of the data and guide analysis (see also [74] ). To support end users, LD visualisation must go beyond simply providing yet another representation of the data; it must support the user's tasks and overall goals [19, 45, 74] . Amar and Stasko [2] define a set of "knowledge precepts" which they use to specify design guidelines for tools that support not just a visual presentation of data but also analytical activity that leads to an understanding of its knowledge content, allowing effective information seeking and knowledge generation, that result in confident decision-making.
Other research recognises that functionality is necessary for intuitive, exploratory navigation and also more direct guidance for especially non-domain experts. This is especially so where users have difficulty identifying and/or articulating their information seeking goals [25, 28, 59 ]. Pretorius and Wijk [59] note also the challenges that arise especially in fields where the use of visualisation, for both data presentation and to enhance analysis, is still in its early stages (such as for the LOD initiative); while end users and tool designers and developers are still defining their requirements and exploring techniques that meet these. Keim et al. [44] , Thomas and Cook [71] , Tufte [73] further stress the danger in claiming a "best-practice" that matches any and all situations; recommending instead the selection of visual analysis options by mapping to users and their tasks. Under such circumstances, tools that employ a "white box" approach guide users in the selection of appropriate actions during exploratory discovery and analysis, and allow the reviewing of past actions have a higher chance of successful use and adoption.
Berners-Lee [11] , in his design document for LD, states the need for a standard, uniform method for identifying and retrieving data, to provide metadata describing data and its content, and to return "useful information" to end users on request, in addition to links to further, related data. Hogan et al. [39] review in detail the challenges faced in the publication of LD, by examining the design principles defined in [11] . They examine issues that lead to errors in data and data encoding and missing information, among others. We list next, based on the design guidelines for visual information presentation and analysis, and the tasks that tech-users typically carry out, high level requirements for consuming Linked Data (indicating commonality across sets of requirements with an asterisk):
3. (a) * intuitive navigation through Linked Data structures; (b) * data exploration, to obtain an understanding of its structure and content; (c) * data exploration, to identify the links within and across data sets; (d) data exploration, to identify errors, noise and other anomalies in content and syntax; (e) * advanced querying, using formal query syntax, in order to obtain more direct but also more flexible, effective IR; (f) * publication/syndication, and the attendant requirements for error correction, verification and validation of new data and links to existing data; (g) * data extraction for reuse in other applications (without the need for a change in format for SW applications -see point 2e).
Finally, general requirements for lay-users also result in more effective visualisation design for even tech-users. Halb et al. [29, 30] , for instance, examine the requirements for generating both human-and machine-readable LD, especially on a very large scale, in order to provide more optimal support for especially mainstream use. Heath and Motta [35] illustrate, with a use case, design requirements for an application that supports human-friendly publication of LD (especially important for lay-users), without sacrificing the quality of the semantic data generated, and ensuring correct inter-linking to related data.
4. (a) * intuitive navigation through the large amounts of complex, multi-dimensional data; (b) exploratory knowledge discovery; (c) * support for basic to advanced querying, to support filtering and IR. This must accommodate both the end user who may have little to no knowledge of formal query syntax and more tech-savvy end users; bearing in mind that the lay-user is unlikely to have advanced knowledge of underlying data content or structure (see point 3e); (d) * detailed analysis of ROIs; (e) * publication/syndication; (f) * data extraction (to a format that allows reuse by third parties -see point 3g); (g) presentation of the results of analysis to different audiences.
We will use these requirements to guide the survey of existing applications for LD (in section 4), in order to allow a clear, comparative and consistent analysis of the techniques currently in use for visualising and exploring LD, and the advantages and limitations of each. We will also use the requirements as a benchmark in the discussion of our findings (see section 5) that follows.
Data 'visualisation' vs. 'presentation'
It is necessary to distinguish between the different methods of presentation of Linked Data generally lumped under the label of (data) visualisation. Text-based options are commonly used, including list and tabular aggregation and presentation of data, such as found in Sig.ma 28 [75] and Zitgist 29 respectively. Piggy Bank 30 [40] combines faceted browsing with a textual presentation. Visual representations include pictorial, map and graph-based representations such as in DBpedia Mobile [6] , which employs Fresnel lenses [57] 32 plots information about serving Members of Parliament (MPs) in a selected geographical region on a timeline overview, and provides detail for each MP using table and list views [53] . Additional information on the geographical region of interest, e.g., crime and mortality rates, is displayed using bar charts; the underlying datasets are linked via their common property -geographical location.
The aim of the survey is to review existing support for visualisation of Linked Data, and identify work still necessary to support effective, intuitive visual exploration and analysis for the different end users of Linked Data. In order to do so we must define the term 'visu- . As a result these represent a disproportionate percentage of existing LD browsers; we will therefore also review some of the more wellknown text-based tools. This will allow us also to identify where visualisation-based approaches provide additional benefits for especially lay-users, and also techusers. For the purposes of this survey we will refer to any application that provides interactive support for navigating through or exploring Linked Data as an LD browser. We will distinguish those that use a graphical, pictorial or image representation as LD visualisations or visual browsers, for static snapshots and interactive applications for exploring Linked Data respectively. As a measure of usability we will look at the ability of each representation to support the construction of a good cognitive model of the underlying data and the relationships within the data, and support the end user in carrying out their knowledge-intensive and analytical tasks. 
Linked Data browsers
We present next a brief description of the design approach followed and/or the functionality provided by typically referenced LD browsers, as a base from which to explore the support available for end users. We group browsers into those that provide only textbased functionality (subsection 4.1) and those that include visual analysis and/or presentation options (subsection 4.2). By comparing the browsers against the requirements we list for the visualisation and analysis of Linked Data (in section 3), we will also discuss any limitations encountered.
The BBC provides another case study for the consumption of distributed, heterogeneous Linked Data [61] through the BBC Programmes 36 persistent web presence. The initiative aims to identify and link semantically related information owned by the BBC, to increase reusability and improve IR, both within the corporation and by its audience and third party developers. The project also aims to link BBC's legacy information to other related resources in the Web of Data. The corporation aims, through this, to improve usability of both its (readable) web pages and other resources and applications that make use of the data.
The BBC's Semantic Music Project 37 , which forms a part of this initiative [49] , has led to the development of BBC Music Beta. As a baseline from which to compare the use of different LD browsers, we attempt to resolve and retrieve information related to the URIs that point to the output of the BBC's Semantic Music project (note than when dereferenced the former is redirected to the latter):
http://www.bbc.co.uk/music/beta http://www.bbc.co.uk/music For those browsers that do not support browsing RDF data as unbounded sources (on the Web) or that are unable to fetch the resources pointed to by the test URIs we attempt to load (remotely, or using a local copy) the RDF at the URL (Uniform Resource Locator):
http://www.bbc.co.uk/music/artists/ a-z/by/a.rdf If this fails we examine tool use based on the results of the closest example provided by the application developers to the topic. 36 http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes 37 http://www.readwriteweb.com/archives/bbcs_ semantic_music_project.php
Text-based presentation
We present first oft-cited LD browsers that use a textual representation of SW resources and the relationships between them. This includes tools that use presentation templates that resolve literals as part of a more human-readable, text-based layout, to embed, e.g., images in a FOAF profile (see the layout of results in the URI Burner in Fig. 13a) . Other examples of text-based layouts include lists and tables.
Dipper
Dipper 38 provides a public entry point to retrieve and browse LD resources from a set of repositories stored on the Talis Platform 39 . Where available (in the RDF data) human-readable labels are used to format the results (retrieved as URIs). Dipper also enables extraction of the results of queries to RDF/XML, NTriples 40 , Turtle and JSON. Fig. 10 shows the output of a request for a sample resource in the MusicBrainz store. Fig. 10 . The results of a request in Dipper for a sample resource in MusicBrainz is used as an entry point to browsing albums in the semantic store. Labels in the RDF data are used with a basic text categorisation template to render more human-readable output. 38 Dipper-Talis Platform Browser: http://api.talis. 
Disco
The Disco Hyperdata Browser 41 was developed as a web browser-independent tool that browses unbounded RDF resources. Disco searches for information about a resource of interest on the SW, which is seen as "a global information space consisting of Linked Data". All processing occurs on the server, and results are presented in the client browser. The output is displayed as a table of property-value pairs, specifying the source of each resource returned. As for Dipper, where available, human-readable labels are used to format the results. The simple interface aims to support the debugging of SW sites.
The Disco public entry point was not retrievable as at the time of carrying out the review.
Marbles
Marbles 42 retrieves information about resources of interest by querying the SW index Sindice 43 (also used for Sig.ma), the SW search engine Falcons 44 [21] , and the SW-based review site Revyu 45 [35] . Marbles improves the user experience by performing (resourceintensive) processing on the server. Fresnel lenses are used to format SW resources for presentation to end users, presented as property-value pairs in a table. Different coloured marbles are used to distinguish the sources of the information retrieved, which are presented as a list of URIs. Fig. 11 illustrates the output of a request for the BBC Music Beta URI, from which we browse to other interesting resources.
Marbles provides, additionally, a SPARQL endpoint. Marbles may also be installed locally, allowing information to be saved to and retrieved from local data stores.
Piggy Bank
Piggy Bank, part of the SIMILE 47 project, is a Firefox 48 web browser plug-in that enables the extraction (and conversion where required) of information from web sites, as RDF to a semantic repository [40] . Users may tag resources extracted and share the information they collect with other Piggy Bank users. This allows 41 faceted search and browse across (the heterogeneous) information collected by multiple users from different data sources, based on user tags and other data properties such as date, document or resource topic. Results are presented using a list-like interface, and detail for information of interest using a table structure; Huynh et al. [40] report that presenting the information as a collection of items was more suitable for the information seeking tasks they support than would a graph representation. The reasoning behind this decision being that a graph would overload the user, thereby rendering a comprehensive view of data infeasible. Providing the service via a web browser allows Piggy Bank to be used as part of end users' normal web browsing and IR activity. An added advantage for especially lay-users is that this allows transparent retrieval of corresponding URIs, where available, for information of interest to the user. Piggy Bank extracts information stored in non-RDF format to new RDF data, which may be stored in local or shared (remote) semantic stores, along with tags created to describe data. Users' past knowledge generation activity is therefore easily recorded and reused, e.g., as suggestions while creating new tags.
Sig.ma
Sig.ma -Semantic Information MAshup -views the ". . . Web of Data as an integrated information space" [75] . Sig.ma retrieves and integrates (often heterogeneous) Linked Data, starting from a single URI, by querying the Web of Data and applying machine learning and rules to the data found. Results are presented as a reorderable list of verified sources and links to potentially relevant information on the query subject; end users may confirm or reject relevance. Attributes of validated resources may also be used to filter and sort the result set, allowing users to stack information in order of highest relevance. Basic editing of the presentation templates may be carried out through a simple form. Support is provided for advanced querying to selected attributes of a resource. To allow reasonable response time resource retrieval is staggered. Further, repeat requests for additional information may be made -these will also take any filters in place into account. Sig.ma allows extraction of search results to RDF/XML, JSON and RSS 49 (Really Simple Syndication). Permalinks may also be saved, providing shortcuts (history) to previously executed queries. Fig. 12 shows a short browsing chain which starts with a search for the phrase "BBC Music".
URI Burner
OpenLink's 50 URI Burner 51 service retrieves information about resources of interest by (internally) traversing the RDF graph for a resource, by matching to standard ontologies and other relevant knowledge on the Web about the resource. The results are presented as a list of property-value pairs. Dereferenceable URIs that point to images and web pages are embedded into the HTML pages used to serve the output, in addition to displaying human-readable descriptions where stored in the RDF data.
URI Burner provides support for requests input as free text strings 52 and for looking up URIs from a text label (illustrated in Fig.13b ), in addition to the norm, querying from an absolute URI (Fig.13a) .
(a) Browsing from the resource URI for BBC Music Beta. On the right a template is used to display the result that includes the dereferenced URI (that retrieves the image) embedded in the output.
(b) Browsing the Web of data from the text query "BBC Music"; URIBurner employs Precision Find to find the closest matching URI and returns a ranked result set as a table of entity names with corresponding URIs. A SPARQL query endpoint is available. OpenLink ISPARQL 53 , a graphical web-based UI that demonstrates query by example, is provided as a separate tool. Additional services are also provided for application developers to extract Linked Data to raw RDF (as XML and other versions including n3 and Turtle) and other formats including HTML and JSON.
Zitgist DataViewer
The Zitgist DataViewer 29 was developed to help end users manage information overload. Zitgist collates information relevant to an entity of interest and presents it to the user, as a list of property-value pairs. Large result sets are split across multiple pages, to improve response time and help manage information load. A set of templates enables adaptation of data presentation to suit the underlying data type and presentation medium (e.g., desktop or laptop web browser vs. small screen -cf. Figs. 14 and 15). (Music Ontology). This allows information about a person, a project or a music album, for example, to be displayed in a format that is more easily interpreted by end users (see, for instance, Fig. 15 (b & c) , which formats the output using the MO template). Users may edit the layout of results, by selectively embedding the resources pointed to by dereferenceable URIs in the HTML page served. Simple filtering of sources retrieved (displayed as a list in a navigator pane) is also available. Filtering based on data attributes also provides a simple form of faceted browse/filter. Zitgist supports sharing and reuse of queries, through the use of permalinks to the HTML pages generated to serve the output; it does not however provide support for extracting the underlying (linked) data.
Summary
Our review found that all but one of the text-based browsers target the tech-user. As previously discussed this is not unexpected at this stage in the lifetime of the LOD initiative.
None of the tools reviewed provides a high level overview. However, support for detailed analysis of the focus is provided to at least some degree in all the browsers. Marbles additionally provides very limited highlighting of links across data, by adopting a visual paradigm -the coloured "marbles" used to distinguish different data sources in the view. This is to be expected: text does not provide a good level of support for the generation of overviews, nor the identification of relationships within data, especially on the scale dealt with in this field. Some level of formatting and categorisation results in more human-readable representations of the RDF data output. Varying levels of (reusable) template support, such as enabled by Fresnel, result in more finetuned presentation of results; targeting the requirements of tech-users however means that this is fairly basic for the generic LD browsers. Their use for detailed analysis therefore still presents a challenge for the lay-user.
Genericity dominates, as expected, for the tools developed to browse the unbounded Web; with the only restriction due to the need to load and specify data repositories to search over in Dipper. Some level of support for querying via SPARQL endpoints is available, in addition to the default input via URI request. The former is the most effective way to retrieve (large amounts of) data for reuse by third parties; for techusers this meets expectation. Support for lay users is much lower, with only two of the browsers reviewed, Sig.ma and URIBurner, providing functionality for text search, within a result set or as a starting point for retrieving/browsing Linked Data.
Tech-users are likely to generate large scale data automatically (as described in e.g., [30] ), with little need for explicit support from LD browsers, beyond error identification, noise reduction and validation. Accordingly, very little support is provided for the publication and validation of new data in the tools reviewed, with only Piggy Bank, which targets lay-users, supporting intuitive, user-centred publication of Linked Data to shared repositories.
The review found that the tech-user is fairly well supported by the text-based tools that enable simple, unbounded, stepwise browsing from specified ROIs through the LOD cloud and the readable Web, with access to powerful, flexible functionality for formal querying across data sets. A significant gap however exists in support for the lay-user, especially for exploratory browsing and knowledge discovery.
We examine next a selection of visualisation-based tools, both developed for Linked Data, and generic RDF browsers able to handle Linked Data with little or no customisation, to determine the level of support available for both tech-and lay-users.
Browsers with visualisation options
The visualisation-based approaches to exploring Linked Data we review include custom applications developed specifically for Linked Data, such as DBpedia Mobile, LESS, RelFinder and Tabulator, and browsers developed for RDF data able to support also the particular requirements of Linked Data, such as IsaViz and RDF Gravity. The discussion will highlight the application to complex information spaces (i.e., densely linked graph data), and the potential for more intuitive support by exploiting visual information seeking and knowledge discovery.
DBpedia Mobile
DBpedia Mobile uses geographical location as the connector between data points of interest. This allows it to support end users navigating through the real world, actively seeking or exploring resources near their physical location, to discover information about objects and events [6, 16] . DBpedia Mobile uses GPS (Global Positioning System) to identify the user's position on a map and physically close objects that correspond to DBpedia resources.
A point and click interface is used to navigate to and select points of interest (available as Linked Data nodes), and the Marbles Linked Data Engine (see section 4.1.3) is used to retrieve related information on the selected resources. Context and type of information are used to select suitable formats (e.g., icons) for presentation. Level of detail functionality successively increases detail as the user moves toward an ROI; combined with filtering to hide information of low relevance to the user this allows optimal use of small screen size on mobile devices. The results are processed on the server before being returned to the user in a text overlay that contains also links to third party LD browsers.
Support is provided for keyword and concept querying via a simple query UI, and pre-specified SPARQL queries may be reused in the mobile version.
DBpedia Mobile also allows end users to publish information about their current location and any photos taken (via their FOAF profile), in addition to reviews (via Revyu) of selected resources in the vicinity (e.g., buildings, people associated with the area); this feeds into the shared DBpedia repository as new Linked Data.
Fenfire
Hastrup et al. [31] describe the use of interactive graph visualisation in Fenfire to browse Linked Data. Fenfire was developed as a generic tool, to remove the restriction to specific domains encountered in other 58 DBpedia Mobile test on iPhone emulator:
http://www.testiphone.com/?url=http://beckr. org/DBpediaMobile 58 ; we zoom in to an ROI and select a resource of interest. Representative icons distinguish resource types, e.g., hotels (using a bed) and music venues (musical notes). Overlaid on the snapshots are the UIs for forms-based querying and publishing new data to the LOD cloud.
Fig. 16. Browsing central London on DBpedia Mobile
RDF browsers. The application has been extended for (the more specific requirements of) browsing Linked Data, in order to support both authors and end users to verify, explore the content and make use of such data. To allow scalability to the very large amounts of data typical in this domain, Fenfire displays the detail for the focus and its immediate neighbours, and fades away the graph with distance from the focus. An alternative list view for the focus is also available. Hastrup et al. [31] note the importance of using rdfs:labels to provide user-readable labels for nodes in the RDF graph.
Fenfire takes input as a pointer to an RDF document(s). Where multiple documents are loaded in the view Fenfire will follow links defined between documents, and also attempt to generate dummy links between disconnected data. New graphs may be created and saved locally; changes to external documents loaded into the view may however not be published to their source, and must be saved locally.
IsaViz
IsaViz 59 is an interactive RDF graph browser and editor, with functionality for navigating through a 2.5D interface. Graph style sheets (GSS) [56] may be overlaid on the graph built according to the underlying RDF model, in order to provide a more intuitive view on the underlying data. Using GSS also helps to reduce the high occlusion that occurs in graph layouts for large amounts of dense, highly interlinked 59 http://www.w3.org/2001/11/IsaViz data, by merging related information about entities into meaningful visual representations (e.g., using a person icon to represent a foaf:Person and its attributes). Fig. 17 shows the effect of applying a GSS style sheet to an RDF graph model drawn in IsaViz. IsaViz also supports the use of Fresnel lenses. Detail for ROIs is provided using text overlays in tables.
The approach taken in IsaViz provides both effective support for the tech user who is able to interact directly with the underlying RDF graph model; and the more mainstream user, on application of the presentation layers that render a more easily interpreted, albeit higher level, view.
Simple forms-based text search is provided, in addition to advanced selection and highlighting of related nodes and the links between them, using point-andclick and a form. Filters may also be applied to data attributes to remove less relevant information from the view, especially useful for reducing clutter in dense data sets. Input is a pointer to (an RDF model stored in) an RDF-encoded document (in any of the formats RDF/XML, n3 or N-Triples). IsaViz allows editing of graphs, and export to the formats above, in addition to saving the graph to an image or an SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics [23] ) document. Projects may be saved and reloaded, simplifying reuse of previous analysis.
LESS
Auer et al. [4] aim to lower the barrier to mainstream consumption of Linked Data through the use Fig. 17 . The effect of applying the FOAF GSS stylesheet 60 to a Linked Data set describing actors in a television series using the FOAF ontology. Zooming in (right) to the formatted graph (lower left) illustrates how the template improves the ability to interpret the data content, both over the default RDF graph (top left) and the raw RDF (text).
of LESS 61 web-based templates to define visual representations of Linked Data. LESS templates are written using LeTL (the LESS Template Language) and rendered with PHP 62 (PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor), producing HTML, RDF, RDFa or other textual output such as JavaScript 63 or JSON. LESS templates may take as input a single data source, or synthesise multiple sources via SPARQL queries. The publicly shared web-based templates enable simplified reuse of the resulting visual output, e.g., by importing into other web pages and mobile applications' UIs. In addition to embedding as formatted HTML (as in Fig. 18 ), LESS may produce output in forms such as RSS. Fig. 18 . Linked Data (encoded as RDF/XML) describing the foaf:Person "Matthew Rowe" 64 is formatted to improve readability and displayed in a web browser using a LESS template. It should be noted that Auer et al. [4] do not report usability evaluation with their target (mainstream) end users. They do however indicate as future work development to provide a visual front-end for the template design and query construction, and integration with relevant web services, to better support non-technical users to both generate and consume Linked Data.
OpenLink Data Explorer
The OpenLink Data Explorer 31 (ODE) is a webbased RDF data browser for interacting with Linked Data. ODE requires a resolvable URI as input or a text string (for which it will attempt to locate a matching resource URI); where this does not point to a document containing RDF data, ODE attempts to extract metadata to an RDF representation and displays the result.
A number of perspectives (or views) are available: what: lists the sources from which related information has been retrieved. The result set may be grouped by resource category (e.g., sioc:link); where: plots data that contains geo-location information on a map view; when: plots any data with temporal attributes on an interactive timeline; who: displays information about Person entities using a Fresnel template based on FOAF; images: displays image data extracted from the sources retrieved; grid view: displays the triples extracted as a table of subject-predicate-object (spo) entries; tag cloud: generates a pointer to information about corresponding delicious tags 65 for the resource of interest; SVG graph: generates a node-link graph to display the relationships between up to the first 100 triples extracted; filters may be applied to restrict the graph to an ROI; navigator: a list of entities grouped by type -click-through may be used to navigate to successive levels of detail for each; custom: this view allows the end user to load a Fresnel lens with which to format the display of selected resources.
Filters may be applied by selecting categories (data attributes) in the results returned. SPARQL queries generated via iSPARQL may be saved to local session files and reused in ODE.
In addition to the public web service ODE may be installed as a Firefox extension. The latter integrates the extraction of metadata and the retrieval of additional relevant sources of information into the end user's normal web browsing and IR activity (as does PiggyBank -see section 4.1.4). The user may switch between their (readable) Web browser and ODE's LD browser view, to allow direct interaction with the underlying Linked Data in the latter. 
RDF Gravity
RDF Gravity 66 is a visual browser for RDF and OWL documents. It uses basic icons and colour coding to distinguish different resource types. Point and select functionality may be used to select and reposition nodes, to provide more physical space for ROIs, or 66 http://semweb.salzburgresearch.at/apps/ rdf-gravity to bring distant nodes closer together to aid visual inspection. Text overlays are used to display detail about nodes related to the focus in a table. Zoom and pan are also provided, to allow a focus on the detail in ROIs; Fig. 20 shows the use of different levels of zoom for the very dense graph drawn for the list of artists with names beginning with 'A' in the BBC Music store. Support for basic text search to advanced querying using formal query syntax (SPARQL and RDQL -a query language for RDF [66] ) complements a visual filter used to hide information of lower relevance. This is especially useful for managing the high occlusion that occurs for very large graphs, and for analysing detail in ROIs.
RelFinder
RelFinder 67 aims to provide more usable interaction with Linked Data through graphical rendering of (automatically discovered) links between pairs of specified resources [38] . RelFinder focuses on the analysis of detail in ROIs, by supporting interactive restricting and/or aggregating of links drawn in the graph, based on data attributes. Colour coding is used to highlight related data properties. A data overview is maintained in a coupled table (text) view.
A restriction in RelFinder is that the user must supply valid entry points, a SPARQL query endpoint and the repositories to query on. This restricts use to tech-users with at least a fair knowledge of data content. Auto-completion of input labels or keywords, and an attempt to resolve these to derefenceable URI resources (that point to RDF data) in the selected repositories, coupled with validation of input URIs, support the identification of valid nodes to search from, helping to lower the entry barrier for especially lay-users, once set up for a domain. The focus on revealing interlinking within data should be useful to application developers working with domain experts, for instance, to reveal data structure and relationships across data, and highlight also incorrect linking during LD generation. Fig. 21 illustrates a query for relationships between the entities dbPedia:Tina_Arena 68 and dbPedia:Marc_Anthony, both of whom are of type dbPedia:MusicalArtist. 
Tabulator
Tabulator was specifically developed as a generic Linked Data browser [9] . It uses globally referenced concepts (such as FOAF) to interpret the content of Linked Data, retrieved via absolute URIs that point to RDF documents. Tabulator was developed to support, among others, the identification of effective methods for presenting the content of Linked Data resources to end users (both tech-and lay-users), via an interface that is easy to set up and learn to use. The latest ver-sion [10] provides support for writing to the underlying data. Tabulator uses click-through a nested hierarchy (the tree view) of text labels to display increasing levels of refinement as a user browses through a dataset (see Fig. 22 ). Data with temporal or geo-location (encoded as latitude and longitude) properties may be displayed using a timeline or calendar view, or a map view respectively. Support for both naïve (via concept/instance selection) and expert SPARQL querying is provided; all views are updated to reflect the results of queries in any one view. Queries are automatically saved and can be reloaded.
Summary
Our review recognises the good level of support provided by text-based LD browsers for tech-users, but a dearth in support for lay-users (see section 4.1). The visualisation-based browsers reveal improved support for especially lay-users, for two main reasons. First of all, visualisation provides a wider range of options for encoding data attributes, making it a good candidate for effective representation of heterogeneous, multiattribute Linked Data. The other reason for the utility and popularity of (especially well designed) visualisations is that, as discussed, they are able to take advantage of advanced perceptual ability in humans to reduce cognitive load, especially useful in complex, large-scale data analysis and knowledge retrieval. Harnessing visualisation therefore lowers the entry bar in the use of advanced technology for both domain experts and novice to casual (mainstream or lay) users.
Examining the top level requirements for effective visualisation support for consuming Linked Data, we find that half of the tools in this group provide a visual overview, in addition to functionality for detailed analysis of ROIs in all 8 tools reviewed. 6 out of the 8 tools provide at least some degree of functionality for highlighting links in the data, either explicitly, using graph views, and/or via simple, intuitive filtering mechanisms that highlight related data, within the context of the larger LD cloud. Availability of basic text search and/or advanced querying using formal syntax in all but 1 tool, combined with multiple views in the visualisation tools, support both guided IR and (exploratory) navigation through the data.
Although validation of the RDF model is explicitly supported only in IsaViz (which was developed as an RDF editor), the tools that provide a graph view allow end users to browse data structure, and therefore quickly recognise anomalies that would be more difficult to in large amounts of data in a textual view. Further, mapping the data to other representations that correspond to appropriate visual metaphors (e.g., geographical attributes to a map view, or temporal attributes to a timeline) reveals different perspectives on the data, in addition to highlighting any anomalies in each view.
A major limitation in the visualisation-based approaches reviewed is limited support for browsing the unbounded Web. This restricts (especially exploratory) analysis and discovery to relatively small data stores that serve as static snapshots of selected regions of the larger Web of Data. This is partly due to the fact that most of the tools available were originally designed to support the browsing of XML and/or RDF models rather than Linked Data and the Semantic Web as an unbounded resource.
Analysing requirements according to the tasks end users of LD would be expected to perform, the visualisationbased tools appear to offer more intuitive support for the exploratory knowledge discovery that is expected to guide lay-users' in consuming LD, by providing more flexible methods for (visual) navigation through the data. The interactive visualisations also provide a fair degree of support to tech-users, as advanced functionality (e.g., formal querying, inspection of the underlying data in selected ROIs using different perspectives) is provided in addition to the more intuitive but also more basic support for lay-users.
However, we recognise that even for the visualisationbased tools, support for lay-users, while largely more intuitive than for the text-based browsers, is still challenging. This is especially so where some level of technical expertise is required to set up the browsers for use for selected domains or repositories, and/or to search within data. The dearth in especially generic, basic visualisation support however reveals a gap in the field that must be filled if Linked Data is to see consumption -use, reuse and enrichment of the Linked Data cloud -by the different end users in all target communities.
Findings
Other RDF and Linked Data-specific browsers exist, in addition to those we specifically review. These include SIMILE Exhibit 69 and Haystack 70 , FoaF Explorer 71 , Humboldt [48] , LENA [50] , Noadster [62] , mSpace [64] , Revyu [35] , RKBExplorer [27] , Semanlink [67] , and the explore mode of the Sesame 72 semantic store.
This survey captures the range of functionality available for browsing, querying, editing and publishing Linked Data, employing visualisation-based, as well as the more commonly available text-based UIs. Table 1 summarises the guidelines discussed in section 3 for the design of intuitive visualisation tools able to support exploratory knowledge discovery and analytic activity. For each feature we list references that present evidence (empirical and/or based on scientific theory) for its validity for and/or its contribution to design that results in tools that support intuitive, effective consumption of Linked Data.
The list is not exclusive; the ability to handle multidimensional data, for example, is implicit in LD (albeit managed in different ways), and is therefore not included. Supporting exploratory knowledge discovery is a major requirement for effective LD consumption; however this, like measuring insight or confidence in decision-making as a result of analysis, cannot be directly measured [20, 25, 45, 71, 73] , but is assessed through more explicitly defined functionality such as the provision of overviews, intuitiveness of navigation, ability to examine detail in ROIs and retrieve information desired. Intuitive navigation through informa-69 http://www.simile-widgets.org/exhibit 70 http://simile.mit.edu/hayloft 71 http://xml.mfd-consult.dk/foaf/explorer 72 Sesame framework: http://www.openrdf.org tion spaces, similarly, is dependent on a number of features, including support for retracing one's steps and undoing previous actions (history), filtering out information of lower relevance in order to reduce data density and occlusion, and the use of directed querying to allow jumping or porting to a specified location in data. Exploratory navigation is also, to a large extent, influenced by the generation of effective data overviews.
The top part of Table 1 lists general guidelines for analytic activity and knowledge discovery for complex, large scale data sets such as Linked Data, while the lower section lists additional requirements derived based on tasks typically carried out in the consumption of Linked Data (note these may be applicable also to other SW data, similar domains and data types). Citations in the lower section of the table therefore focus more on empirical evidence -papers describing the implementation of tools and techniques for the use of LD and, more generally, RDF data. Bizer et al. [15] , for instance, review the state of art in the LOD initiative, identifying key guidelines for the publication of new LD, and features that support the (re)use of existing LD. These include the need to maintain genericity in data encoding (i.e., maintaining the accepted standard RDF), in order to support the inclusion of any and all data, but in a form that is easily shared and reused. Other challenges that must be addressed include data verification and fusion, and the related issues in tracking provenance and ensuring data quality [15, 35] .
Based on what we have identified as key requirements for LD consumption (in Table 1), Tables 2 and 3 summarise functionality available in the tools we have reviewed. Tools are grouped into text-based presentation and those that are visualisation-based or provide visual representations in addition to textual output. An asterisk indicates a requirement is partially satisfied.
In assessing the extent to which these requirements are satisfied by each tool, we also look at how well they support LD consumption by lay-users. We use three main criteria to categorise a tool as targeted at the layor tech-user: (1) tool owners' own assessment of target user type (in publications, tool manuals and/or descriptions); (2) key tasks supported by tool design, e.g., support for information retrieval using only or predominantly formal query syntax indicates a target of techrather than lay-users; (3) the extent to which SW technologies are visible to the end user -tools targeted at lay-users should prevent, as far as is possible, the need for the user to understand SW technologies in order to make (optimal) use of them. For example, where a tool returns results as RDF but also provides functionality for selecting, e.g., templates to provide more humanreadable output (as in IsaViz), or the use of RDFa to embed machine-readable data within human-readable output (e.g., as described in [29] ), we will categorise the tool as targeted at both tech-and lay-users.
The (relative) newness of the LOD initiative and recognised challenges in evaluating IR from semantic data [75] , information visualisation and visual analytics [20, 63, 71] , make it difficult to perform comprehensive quantitative evaluation in this field. While we do not claim our conclusions to be absolute we believe that the qualitative approach we employ -analytical inspection guided by design guidelines and best practice, where the latter has been established [see, a.o. 20,63,68,70] -reveals valuable information on usability and the potential of the techniques and approaches reviewed to enable intuitive, effective LD consumption. Our results should help to pave the way to further evaluation, which should increase in coverage as research in the field progresses, and gold standards and benchmark data and tasks become available.
In the following subsections we review, according to the distinct, high level requirements in Table 1 and section 3, whether the approaches examined are able to support intuitive exploration of Linked Data that leads to knowledge discovery and the achievement of end users' overall goals. We will discuss the support provided by the different LD browsers, and highlight gaps that must be filled in order to result in truly intuitive functionality for consuming Linked Data, especially for the lay-users who face significant challenges in the use of this rich data.
Accessing Linked Data
The tech-user is able to read and understand RDF in its raw form, and may prefer to browse long lists of URI resources and RDF triples presented with little or no formatting. Domain experts may, to a lesser extent, be able to make use of their knowledge of data in their field of expertise to browse large amounts of Linked Data in textual format, especially where labels in the RDF provide human-readable descriptions of the data. However, one of the most significant barriers to LD consumption is access by lay-users to the rich knowledge contained when presented as RDF. A challenge to exploratory discovery in the Web of Data is that most LD browsers require input in the form of absolute, dereferenceable URIs. A sub-set of these require that these also point to an RDF(-encoded) document; this requires both an understanding of SW protocols 
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Visual presentation the use of (often interactive) pictorial representations, graphics, images and other features that harness human perception to aid the understanding of (complex) data structure and content, to support intuitive discovery and analysis [2, 19, 25, 26, 31, 44, 45, 52, 56, 59, 69, 71] Data overview global, high level views on data, useful for obtaining an overall view of data structure [19, 38, 44, 52, 56, 59, 68, 69, 71, 74] Detail on demand often combined with overviews, this allows the user to focus on the detail in ROIs, in order to carry out deeper analysis of data [19, 31, 38, 44, 59, 69, 71, 74] Highlight links in data identifying the types and strength of links or relationships within a single or across multiple data sets makes a significant contribution to understanding data and knowledge discovery [6, 11, 14, 25, 28, 29, 31, 34, 38, 44, 45, 49, 52, 59, 75] Support for scalability recognises the need to manage very large amounts of complex, heterogeneous, inter-and cross-Linked Data, potentially stored in remote locations [6, 19, 25, 29, 31, 44, 45, 52, 56, 71, 74, 75] Support for querying support for directed IR using powerful, formal query syntax such as SPARQL and RDQL, targeted at techusers, in addition to more intuitive search employing, e.g., keyword and keyword-in-context or questionanswering in a forms-based UI, or visual point-and-click UIs, that better support lay-users [6, 11, 10, 15, 19, 28, 45, 52, 54, 70, 75] Filtering highlight ROIs by suppressing less relevant information. Visual, dynamic filters additionally provide a simple, intuitive method of querying, and allow previewing of more structured, formal queries [6, 19, 25, 44, 56, 70] History reviewing or retracing paths, returning to specific points during visual navigation; retrieving previous analysis; undoing previous actions [15, 33, 56, 69] Design Guideline (Linked Data Consumption)
Presentation templates (often pre-specified) structures or designs that map data attributes or features to standard (visual) representations, e.g., a foaf:Person displayed as Surname, Initial with an accompanying image/photograph [4, 6, 24, 28, 29, 54, 56, 57, 75] Entry point default entry point into the LOD is a dereferenceable URI. Initiating browsing via keywords or other direct manipulation (DMI), e.g., clicking on a map to select a resource, lowers the entry barrier for especially lay-users and non-domain experts; this however relies on tools correctly mapping to URIs [6, 15, 35, 75] Non-domain specific generic browsers from which users can begin exploration and information retrieval, over the very wide range of LD currently available (before moving on to more sophisticated, domain-and task-specific tools) [10, 14, 15, 31, 54, 57, 75] Faceted Search / Browse support intuitive search/browse over multi-dimensional LD and reveal hidden inter-relationships [40, 70] Publication / Syndication lay-users especially require support for encoding and publishing new data into the LOD cloud; further, all end users require methods for highlighting errors, and verifying and validating new data and links to existing LD [4, 6, 10, 14, 15, 24, 29, 30, 31, 35, 39, 40, 52, 71] Data Merging / Fusion (see "Syndication") LD by definition is a community effort, with heterogeneous data from multiple sources; to reduce human cognitive load applications should both link related data and fuse/merge common attributes across data, to provide an "integrated" view over the disparate data [4, 14, 15, 30, 39, 56, 71, 75] Trust & Provenance (see "Fusion" and "Syndication") verifying data provenance influences trust, as this helps to provide measures of uncertainty, reliability and quality [6, 10, 15, 30, 35, 54, 71] Edit underlying data enable end users to enrich existing data with new annotations and other metadata, and correct errors [10, 14, 29, 31, 40, 49, 57] Reusable output encoding output using standard ontologies and vocabularies, ensuring correct interpretation and reuse, and therefore continued inter-linking and enrichment [4, 6, 14, 35, 39, 40, 49, 56, 57, 71] and a knowledge of data sources and content. This explains in large part the significantly lower consumption of Linked Data outside the SW domain. A very small portion of LD browsers however allow input as a descriptive text string, or using a DMI. DBpedia Mobile serves as a good example of the use of a custom visualisation as an entry point to the Web of Data; it infers a suitable entry point for the end user by automatically revealing resources based on geographical location. DBpedia Mobile, by making use of a familiar metaphor for navigation through unfamiliar geographical spaces, removes the technical barrier to LD consumption, enabling the (lay-)user to make use of experience in the real world to navigate the Web of Data (Yi et al. [79] explain the power in adopting metaphors in real life for visual analysis). LD browsers implemented as web browser extensions, such as Piggy Bank and the ODE Firefox plug-in, similarly infer user interest based on their current focus, and piggy-back on this to switch seamlessly to navigation through related resources in the Web of Linked Data.
We contrast the predominantly tech-oriented approach to entry into the LOD cloud to the use cases described in this paper that showcase examples of LD presentation to support access and consumption by a lay audience: first, the web-based application providing a set of perspectives from which to retrieve, browse and visualise health indicators in the US by geographical region (see section 2.2.2), by linking data in the health domain with cartographic data. The application allows end users to query the data using meaningful text labels (corresponding to data attributes) and browse the results using commonly available text (sortable table) and visual (map and scatter plot) representations.
The second example is the RFE that links UK research data, relevant information on research collected by public policy bodies, government and industrial project funding and geographical location, to provide an overview of intellectual property in research areas of excellence. Users may track research output over time and geographical location, identify collaboration across organisations, and identify potential areas of in- vestment using the DMI. Snapshots of the underlying project data may be extracted using formal query syntax. The final use case is the BBC Music Beta project (see section 4), which is harnessing the principles of LOD to link related information across independent, previously unconnected legacy data repositories, in order to improve services to the BBC's audience. The data that has been converted to RDF may be accessed by lay-users directly from the BBC site, formatted as HTML pages, and via other services such as RSS feeds.
In each case a layer is placed over the Linked Data to present it in a format suitable for the sub-tasks (e.g., browsing, IR, analysis) and overall goals of the end user -invariably, knowledge discovery toward a specific end (e.g., review strategies for public health policies in a local council; identify industrial organisations involved in research on a specified technology; research relationships between artists classed in different genres. Employing a more intuitive UI moreover has the advantage of lowering the cognitive load inherent in large, complex, heterogeneous data analysis, a significant factor influencing the use of LD and the adoption of tools built to consume LD in the mainstream user community.
Presentation
We have discussed the benefits of encoding Linked Data in (machine-readable) RDF. However, as also discussed, it poses significant challenges for consumption by especially lay-users (see, a.o., [62, 65] ). Even with processing and the application of formatting layers to provide more human-readable output, as reviewed in this paper, there still remains a large amount of output in RDF, some of which may employ unintelligible identifiers (especially to non-domain experts). Generic templates are among the most commonly used solutions, to provide an extra layer, formatting selected data and entity types, based on, e.g., standard ontologies [4, 24, 54] . Fresnel lenses [57] , for instance, are popular for defining implementation-independent templates for data presentation, based on ontologies such as FOAF. These, and other similar support for defining generic, reusable and extensible templates will be especially useful for the design of new, intuitive LD browsers, whether visualisation-or text-based.
Well designed, reusable and/or extensible templates that target specific users and tasks also help to manage cognitive load and support more intuitive knowledge discovery, by transforming complex data to more easily interpreted representations, by merging and clustering related information and suppressing less important data attributes [30, 57, 62] . We have seen that visualisation provides more options for doing so; however textbased representations also benefit from this approach.
Visualisation
Whether or not Linked Data is reused beyond its initial point of generation is influenced by data quality, the ability to identify links across data sets, and access to usable tools for exploratory knowledge discovery, directed IR, analysis and the presentation of the results of interaction with the data. [see, e.g., 63]. This review has found significant support for LD consumption by tech-users, using predominantly text-based presentations. However, support for lay-users is much lower, being restricted largely to custom applications and visualisations built to suit specific end goals, using selected sub-sets of the Web of Data, as seen in the case studies in section 2.2.2. Such tools tend to employ basic, commonly used techniques to generate one-off visual representations, often maps and timelines for data with geographical location and temporal attributes, respectively, and graphical plots and charts, such as scatter plots and bar and pie charts, to support statistical analysis.
Visualisation has seen lower than expected coverage in the LD application domain, especially in the development of generic LD browsers, beyond the provision of node-link graphs used to display the structure of the RDF graphs described by Linked Data. A contributory factor may be the newness of the field; a fair portion of applications are still at the prototype stage. Further, these are often built to meet the requirements of tech-users, who are still the main consumers of Linked Data, chiefly to browse data content, determine its structure, carry out error checking and validate new data. It is not surprising that functionality in LD tools is geared to these tasks.
We have however made a case for the benefits that visualisation could bring to the consumption of Linked Data, especially for mainstream use, but also for techusers. Generic browsers are necessary to promote mainstream LD consumption. Existing visualisationbased RDF browsers such as RDF Gravity and IsaViz attempt to parse the RDF graph structure of LD and display this in node-link layouts. Such tools commonly use icons, node and edge colour and size to encode data attributes. High level data overviews are often provided, especially useful for very large data sets, in addition to support for intuitive discovery through navigation to and detailed analysis in ROIs. Clustering and level of detail filters may be provided to support interaction with especially dense data.
Another challenge in the use of LD browsers configured to browse the unbounded Web is handling responses such as "No data found in this store" or "No further information is available" for valid URIs. While the latter response implies that no information was found for the URI in question, the former corresponds to a failure to locate the resource. A particular advantage in the use of visualisation to explore unbounded data is the ability to provide a preview of the next step for not just the current focus, but also closely related information, using level of detail functionality (such as dynamic filters) that reveals more detail as a user navigates through a data space. DBpedia Mobile provides such support -as a user zooms in to an ROI or pans across the map previously hidden resources are revealed. This gives the user a preview of the knowledge in new, previously unexplored regions. If the user fails to locate expected resources in a region of the data space other information in the surrounding area may provide relevant information that may help to locate and retrieve the resources desired. Advances in technology support the generation of both simple and augmented visual layouts able to support such views, which, relying on intuitive, pre-attentive perception in humans, significantly reduce cognitive load on the end user. Greater restrictions to managing large amounts of textual information due to, a.o., screen real estate, however prevent the generation of similar detailed views in text-based representations.
Obtaining an overview
Advances in technology have resulted in ever increasing amounts of complex data; ability to manage information overload is key to the usability of data analysis and knowledge discovery tools [45] . One technique for doing this involves the generation of data overviews. While visual overviews are most common they may take any other form suitable for the user and their task (see section 5.2, which discusses methods for general data presentation). Overviews help end users to obtain an understanding of overall data structure, and often serve as starting points for navigation to ROIs and detailed analysis [69, 79] . IsaViz is the only tool that provides a dedicated (visual) overview, in a coupled pane, in addition to the central detail view (provided to some extent in all the tools reviewed). Visual overviews may be obtained in RDF Gravity and DBpedia; however, the user must switch between this and the detail in ROIs. RelFinder provides a restricted (text) data overview. A limitation of text-based browsers is the poor support in textual presentation for generating overviews -none of those we surveyed was able to provide data overviews.
Support for handling scalability, in terms of data size and dimensionality, is important for obtaining useful overviews of (large scale) Linked Data. All the tools surveyed perform some degree of processing to cluster or merge data and minimise redundancy. Where in use, presentation templates in both the text-and visualisation-based tools reviewed help to aggregate and format the information retrieved for a request, providing descriptive summaries. These use, a.o., owl:sameAs constructs to highlight resources that point to the same information, and rdfs:seeAlso to point to additional information about the resource of interest. This results in more human-readable output and ensures correct interpretation of the processed data, in addition to reducing information overload.
Multi-dimensionality in text-based tools tends to be presented in sortable tables or matrices, or grouped in (often indented) lists, allowing users to obtain, to a degree, an overview of the data. Multiple, linked views are another useful way to highlight and compare different perspectives on a data set, by focusing on a subset of the data attributes in each. Visual representations have an advantage in such cases in that they provide access to a large number of cues for encoding multiple dimensions, including variation in colour (see e.g., Fig. 1b) , and representative icons (e.g., as in DBpedia Mobile, IsaViz with GSS). Icons may even be adopted as a visual cue in text-based representations -as seen in Marbles.
Navigation & exploratory discovery
In order to support discovery, especially for the layuser who will have little knowledge about data content and structure, LD browsers must support intuitive navigation within individual data sets and across the links between data. This must be combined with strategies for managing information overload, in order that end users do not get lost, but instead are able to identify the nuggets of valuable, relevant knowledge hidden within the very large Web of highly interlinked data. The presentation of data -from high level overviews to detail in ROIs, and support for intuitive filtering, are among the most important contributors to effective navigation [62, 69] through such data.
The text-based LD browsers reviewed all make use of in-built features in web browsers to provide clickthrough navigation from a resource to other related information. Embedding applications in a browser however often disables the history mechanism built into the forward and backward navigation buttons on their tool bars, or results in inconsistent behaviour. Dipper, LESS, Marbles, Piggy Bank and URI Burner, however, serve output as HTML pages, allowing normal use of the navigation buttons. Additionally, the tools that maintain an independent history of user actions are able to support retracing and reviewing of previous paths through the Linked Data space (e.g., Piggy Bank, ODE, by saving sessions and/or retrieving data in semantic repositories for locally installed copies).
The visualisation-based representations are able to make use of typical functionality for navigating through data layouts, with the most basic support including point and click functionality for opening or jumping to more distant resources of interest. Fenfire and IsaViz additionally support navigation using the keyboard. Pan and zoom are also features typically available for browsing to ROIs in interactive visualisation, and filters are often provided for suppressing less relevant information. Overlays may be used to display detail for ROIs or to preview related, hidden data. Such features are used to navigate through the graph layouts in Fenfire, IsaViz, RDF Gravity and RelFinder. Level of detail may be used in layouts, such as found in DBpedia Mobile, to provide increasing detail as the user moves to a previously unpopulated area of the map or zooms into ROIs.
Information retrieval
Directed information retrieval is carried out after end users obtain an understanding of data content and structure, to enrich knowledge discovered through the initial exploration of a data space. The ability to directly query Linked Data using formal query syntax is key to successfully carrying out tech-users' normal activity. Different levels of depth may be supported, from search within local or shared, remote semantic stores, to the unbounded readable and semantic Web.
While the power and flexibility of formal querying cannot be denied, simple, intuitive filtering and IR is also important, especially for lay-users. This may be provided by, e.g., simple click-through lists of resources and data attributes used as filters, or more commonly, the use of forms. Options for ordering and grouping information by data type and property are also useful for identifying and retrieving related information, and may be used for faceted search/browse.
Detailed analysis of ROIs
Browsing of LD by definition occurs across multiple, related data sets (from a specified entry point). Each of the tools reviewed allows the inspection, and to different degrees and with different techniques, analysis of the user's (changing) ROI.
For small amounts of data, a plain text view is a popular choice for analysing detail of the unadulterated data. However, as data amount increases, and further processing and analysis become necessary, other often specialised techniques must be employed to support effective analysis of detail. Such functionality must overcome human cognitive limits that restrict the amount of information that can be processed effectively, especially where a large number of relationships must be followed to obtain a complete understanding of data. This is where visualisation has a significant advantage (over text). It allows the use of suitable visual metaphors and a variety of visual encoding options to provide alternative perspectives that highlight selected data attributes. Another advantage is the ability to use the increased bandwidth in visualisation and perception to identify related information outside the immediate ROI, using, e.g., previews as described in sections 5.2.1 and 5.4.
Publication / syndication
Intuitive support for publishing new data into the LOD cloud is necessary to ensure high quality and reusability, and therefore promote the value and consumption of Linked Data by especially lay-users [24, 35, 65] . Tech-users are likely to write custom or extend existing scripts to automatically generate and dump large-scale data into the LOD cloud, and where necessary, extract metadata from legacy data and convert it to RDF [14, 16, 29, 39] . Lay-users on the other hand require more transparent and intuitive support to publish smaller amounts of data; weaving data syndication into users' normal IR and analysis activity is one of the more effective routes to this end [35, 40] . For instance, a free text tag attached to a photograph of a cultural icon and uploaded to a shared repository as part of a tourist's review may be automatically extracted as metadata to an RDF representation and attached to the original description of tourist attractions in the geographical area, encoded as a resource in the Web of Data. DBpedia Mobile, which stands out clearly, from all the tools reviewed, as that most easily used by layusers, takes this approach, by using the third party application Revyu [35] as a portal to the Web of Data.
Plans to enable direct publishing of LD to the Web of Data in Fenfire, and more intuitive support for template creation in LESS should provide more effective support for especially lay-users. IsaViz was developed to support editing of RDF graph models; it therefore provides extensive support for both simple and complex graphs. While lay-users are likely to encounter a relatively steep learning curve, IsaViz represents the most usable of the graph editors reviewed.
Data verification & validation
Both publishing new and editing existing data sets require verification and validation, i.e., checking for errors, noise and redundancy in the data. To carry out such tasks tech-users visually inspect the plain RDF or use simple graph views that display the structure of the RDF graphs described by Linked Data. Such support is available to tech-users, with tools such as IsaViz providing sophisticated functionality for viewing and editing RDF graph models, and RelFinder with support for discovering and inspecting links in small ROIs. The Sindice Inspector 73 is an example of a tool that makes use of multiple services to validate and provide information about the content pointed to by a URL. Among others, it renders an SVG graph of the RDF model returned, generates a table of triples retrieved (as spo), and presents a the response for the URL in Sig.ma.
Verification and validation tasks must however be carried out more transparently in applications targeted at lay-users; data entry forms such as provided in DB-pedia Mobile guide input to ensure that the free text entry is transformed to valid RDF, in addition to capturing semantic metadata describing the data input.
Data reuse
In addition to publishing new data to the LOD cloud, the ability to export query and analysis results (including new metadata that enriches existing LD) for reuse in other tools is a requirement for end users. A significant advantage in Linked Data is that the common data encoding format (RDF) simplifies information exchange between SW (and other) tools. Further, providing metadata about data and the reuse of standard ontologies and vocabularies increases the ability to and probability that existing LD is correctly interpreted and reused.
Discussion & conclusions
In this paper we have presented an analysis of current approaches used to browse and visualise Linked Data. The motivation behind this survey was to present the reader with a clear definition of the differences between such approaches, and their advantages and limitations. By identifying requirements that such approaches must address, requirements which in turn were motivated by the context of application over the Web of Data and the huge expanse of data that is to be dealt with, our analysis has identified where Linked Data may be used by both tech-savvy and lay-users.
We divided the approaches for browsing Linked Data into two types: text-based and browsers with visualisation options. Both types of approaches have their place and usage. For instance, the former allows for fine grained analysis of a given datum, whereas the latter allows the bigger picture to be seen. In essence the provision of visualisation options supports human perceptual ability [44, 45, 63, 69] . Bombarding end users with rows of text is not effective in conveying a structural description of a resource and how it is associated with other resources in disparate datasets. However, large-scale data visualisation is not always the best solution to complex analysis; instead, presentation should be based on the requirements of the end user and their specific tasks [2, 19, 20, 24, 25, 26, 43, 56, 62, 63, 68, 69, 71, 73, 75] .
Of the array of approaches and tools surveyed we found only two which, based on our requirements, offered a usable solution to browsing Linked Data by lay-users. The uptake of Linked Data by a mainstream audience is dependent on its utility to those outside the Semantic Web and Linked Data communities, therefore this lack of support for non-tech-savvy users could inhibit its adoption.
Analysis of the approaches did however identify several useful features that support end users -both tech-savvy and lay. Firstly, breadcrumb features, which are present in the majority of web-browser based approaches -particularly if the browser states are maintained -enable users to maintain an exploration path through the Web of Data. As a consequence, end users are able to keep track of their progress through the duration of their exploration activity, thereby providing a history of the paths that were traversed. Second, the use of templates associated with given ontological concepts transforms data returned by a URI into a legible, usable form. We found this to be particularly useful for URIs that contain many pieces of information within the instance description. When dereferenced, such URIs, depending on the Linked Data browser used, display several pieces of information, making it challenging for the end user to decipher and interpret the response.
It is evident that within the Web of Data, a chicken and egg problem exists [4, 21, 40, 53, 67] : where tools are needed to locate, retrieve and use Linked Data, and without good quality Linked Data, there is little motivation to design and build such tools for end users external to the Linked Data community. Mainstream consumption requires reusability [4, 30] where data can be combined together, or the current focus of exploration saved and then re-loaded, or passed on at a later point. Heath [33] states that the sum is greater than its parts, where using the Web of Data to discover information about information enables expansion on existing knowledge, something which needs to be shared.
Formalising data using RDF principles goes a long way to obtaining a uniform representation of selfdescribing data, allowing the links across data to be recognised, as seen in LOD, and promoting data reuse [40] , among others. This lowers the restrictions peculiar to specific domains and tasks, and increases the ability to develop more generic tools for data exploration and analysis. Using Fresnel lenses [57] and other methods for creating generic presentation templates [54, 62, 65] , for instance, is one step toward independent declaration of the presentation of data. This will not completely remove the need for custom tools -they are better at performing specific tasks [9, 59, 62, 70] ; however the design of tools for the Semantic Web are increasingly able to provide support for user customisation, allowing a truly user-centred perspective on analysis.
A key conclusion that we drew from our work was the limited number of Linked Data browsers currently available. We assume that this can be attributed to the infancy of this domain. Although the Semantic Web vision has been pursued for circa 10 years, it is only over the past 3 years that the production of machinereadable data has been generated at a sufficient scale that consuming it has now become a large-scale task. We therefore believe that the consumption of Linked Data has now become a major research challenge, one in which the visualisation and browsing of Linked Data will play a crucial role.
